
Beyond Visualization

Supercharge your supply chain with our data analytics 
solutions, providing you with actionable insights and 
tools to capitalize on growth opportunities.

Easy Integration with Business Systems
AI/Machine Learning Driven
Location-Based Intelligence
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Contact us today!
781-883-5218  
connections@esplogisticstech.com   



Visualization

And more.....

ESP provides a holistic, visual view of what is 
happening in every step of your logistics journey 
through a simple dashboard.

52 °N, 13 °E

Real-time location 
tracking

Bad weather up ahead:
New ETA: 2:30pm

See all assets on visual map

Frequent bottlenecks 
at crossing, route to 
overpass



Imagine having all past and real-time data and the factors 

those conditions, get the best strategies in the blink of an 
eye through our Time & Space Network in one dashboard.

Past & Real-time 
information

Time & Space Network

Provides quick real-time strategies 

Environmental 
conditions & factors

AI/machine 
learning

One Dashboard

+ +



Insightful Data

ESP not only helps you get data, but helps you 
understand each point, suggests which ones are 
relevant, and helps formulate strategies.

200 mi

115 mi
Route A*

Route B

Route B: Busy railroad crossing and 

Route A: New paved roads and gas station 
available near time truck needs refueling

And more.....



Security & Monitoring

Container: ESP

Contents: 
Kitchenware

Unauthorized 
door opening

Locates nearest 
security

Shows and tells 
exact location

Automatically 
triggers alert

Stolen and lost goods from containers cost billions 
each year.  One way ESP solves this is through timely 
alerts to security when an exception happens.

And more.....



Improper positioning of assets can be a major 
problem and it can be hard to take corrective action 
once that happens. ESP provides advanced notice of 
issues so you can take corrective action quickly.

Alerting & Notifications

And more.....

Contact us today!
781-883-5218  
connections@esplogisticstech.com  

Planned Route

Alert triggered with 
corrective action

Truck: ESP

Recommended 
new route

Shows 
vehicle 
on map

Alerts operator 


